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XXAbove: Volunteers gathered in the bright morning sunshine. 

XXJune 24, 2011: Ernst & Young volunteer day. 
Xxxx                                                                                                                             x x x x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

XXErnst & Young, fincancial consultants, make a contribution to 
XXthe  community  by  allowing  their  staff  paid  days  on  which 
XXthey can serve as volunteers. The corporate input was sought 
XXby  Jon  Best  (Southwark  Ecology  Officer),  and  organised  by 
XXLaura Kim and Jacob Przeklasa (right) of  Involve, a business-
XXsupported  volunteering  programme.  Corporations  pay  to 
XXparticipate  and  are  responsible  for  volunteers,  tools  and 
Xxmaterials.  Our thanks to  Ernst & Young for their generosity 
XXin making this work day possible.

Xxxxxxxxx
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x  x  x 
Before being handed out  tools  and getting  toXX 
work tools, the volunteers were given a healthXX 
and  safety  talk  by  Alan  Scott  of  CompleteXX 
Ecology,  who  superintended  the  work  day.XX 
There is ample opportunity for accidents. Left:XX 
Alan demonstrates a common mishap that canXX 
occur when a fork is  left lying  on the groundXX 
with its prongs upwards. Different teams thenXX 
tackled  clearance  of  trees  and  bramblesXX 
shadowing the lake, tidying up a hedgerow andXX 
constructing bird and bat boxes.
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Bird  & bat  boxes.xxxxxx 
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Helped  by  diagrams,  theXX 
volunteers tried their handXX 
at  carpentry.  By  the  endXX 
ofXthe afternoon, they hadXX 
successfully  manufacturedXX 
an  impressive  number  ofXX 
bird and bat boxes, whichXX 
will be used in Belair Park.

Trimming hedgerow. X x x x x x x x x xXXX xx  xx 
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The  hedgerow  running  along  the  western  (railway)XX 
margin  of  the  park  required  relatively  minor  work.XX 
BranchesXoverhangingXthe path  near  head height  wereXX 
removed,  asXwereXbrambles  and  grasses  around  theXX 
bases of some of theXrecentlyXestablished small trees.      
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XXAbove: Volunteers search out and cut branches obstructing the path between the low hedgerow andXX 
XXrailway fence. The line of taller trees is partly in the Park and partly on the railway embankment.   

XXReducing  shading  of  the  lake. 
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XXAlders  coppiced  in  previous  years  and 
XXinvading  brambles  were  the  main 
XXtargets  of  the  clearance  work.  Right: 
XXSouthwark's  ecology  officer  (in  white 
XXhard  hat)  supervises  cutting  back  of 
XXalder re-growth. 

XX
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XXAbove:  Work  began  to  clear  back  alder  and 
XXelm  re-growth  beside  the  bridge,  where, 
XXencouraged by leaf pile-up, there has been a 
XXlong-term  stagnancy  problem.  Despite  a 
XXpainful  back  injury,  Alan  Scott  climbed  over 
XXthe  fence  to  work  on  trees.  Right:  Trunks 
XXand  branches  cleared  back  from  the 
XXlakeside.  Some  tree  work  remains  to  be 
XXcompleted, but the Ernst & Young day made a 
XXvery substantial impact on the problem.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  X xx x x x x x x x x x x x x 
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Use of material from tree work. X x x xx x x x 
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All of the material produced during the volunteer day willXX 
be used in Belair Park. Larger tree trunks were stackedXX 
under the hedgerow beside the wetland area. BranchesXX 
and twigs were fed into a chipping machine, which wasXX 
moved along the main path in the wetland area, leavingXX 
piles of material ready to be spread by other workers. TheXX 
chipping machine later ran low on fuel, so branchesXwereXX 
piled ready to make a new habitat.           Images: M. J. Heath.

 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Gains from tree work alongXX 
theXlakeside.  X x x x x x x x 
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The removal of previously coppicedXX 
alder  has  re-opened  lost  vistasXX 
across and along the lake, allowingXX 
park users to enjoy a better senseXX 
of  the  shape  of  the  feature,  longXX 
concealed  by  overgrowth.  It  hasXX 
also  removed  shading  andXX 
encroachment  in  a  number  ofXX 
marginal  habitats  created  someXX 
years  ago,  but  left  unmanagedXX 
because Southwark was not at thatXX 
time  committed  to  working   withXX 
the  Friends  of  Belair  Park  toXX 
develop  a  long-term  eco-friendlyXX 
management plan.xxxxxxxx

The  work  has  been  conductedXX 
mostly on the western fringe of theXX 
lake, and will not impinge uponXtheXX 
Lakeside Walk on the easternXside.     

Please contact  us  if  you have anyXX 
comments or queries.

The  Committee,xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Friends ofXBelair Park.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
friendsbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.ukxx 
Tel: 020 8670 8924.  x x x x x x x x x x x 
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